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Many island schools struggle with no electricity supply or
they rely on dirty and usually very inefficient diesel generators
they can barely afford to run a couple of hours per day in the
school and a couple in the evenings for the teachers’ families.
So, the kids in those schools have little or no chance of a
modern education.
Its Time Foundation provides clean, free energy for lighting
and computers and utterly transforms the education and life
prospects for these kids. The money saved on generator fuel
creates decades of cash flow to buy the computers. Schools are
saving as much as 20% of their budget. Additional money for
education resources comes from the teachers, who are only too
happy to pay a small amount for the luxury of 24 hour power
-- they were paying for diesel anyway. Everyone wins.
Check out the short video at www.iitime.org . It’s sure to put a
smile on your face!

Not left and forgotten
Too often, good intentioned people install remote
infrastructure without provision for its long term care. Whilst
these systems are low maintenance, Its Time Foundation
monitors them and has established a relationship with the Fiji
Government for regular checking. See the bottom of www.
iitime.org for a detailed document describing all aspects of the
projects that ensure quality solar systems that last for decades.
Helping Kids AND the Environment
Every liter of fuel saved not only equates to more
educational resources for the children of Fiji, but also means
that 2.45 kilograms of harmful carbon dioxide is prevented from
entering the atmosphere. It’s a small, but very real contribution
to protecting the islands and the surrounding coral reefs from
the effects of climate change.

See sponsorship levels on the following page

What better way to leave a lasting legacy after enjoying your visit to Fiji

Champions and recognitions

Its Time recognises your contribution by creating a
connection with the Fijian kids and showing you how you
helped out.
When projects are completed you receive a detailed report
showing exactly where and how your donation was spent.
In addition:
$25 – $900 Power Champions receive a personalised, ready
to print and frame, image of smiling kids and the solar
system where your donation is spent.
$1000 – $9000 Student Champions receive a personalised
hand written letter from a student – kids love doing that.
Plus the recognition above. Every $1000 raised creates
decades of power for 2 to 3 student positions at a school.
$10,000 – $19,000 Study Group Champions receive
a personalised photo book depicting the solar system
construction. Plus recognitions above. If you are a business
we can help create PR material, video with your logo and
images you can use on your website to share your corporate
social responsibility initiative.
$20,000 – $39,000 Classroom Champions receive a
personalised video and canvas print. You are invited as a
special guest to the opening ceremony. The village really
does puts on a celebration. Plus recognitions above.
$40,000+ Whole School Champions are welcomed as the
guest of honour at a ribbon cutting ceremony. A photo
book, canvas print, image set and video depicting the
opening ceremony. Plus the recognitions above.
Actual project costs vary, for example, one project requires
over one kilometer of underground cabling to wire up 20
teachers’ homes, whereas other projects are simpler.
Exclusive sponsorships please call +61 2 8003 414
Every dollar counts

You’ll give Fijian kids a modern education. You’ll massively
increase the quality of life of teachers and their families.
You’ll remove health and fire risks of kerosene lanterns. You’ll
put huge smiles on parents who now see their kids getting
a good education. You’ll make a small, but real reduction in
carbon emissions. Thank you for your support.

Its Time Foundation
www.iitime.org

